The founder is Natale Ficarella, Puglia proud of it,
professional open to innovation and to the treatment
of complex risks.
He is insurance expert in the corporate sector and
in the field of Public Administration.
It works on national and international territory,
through extensive relationships at every level.
We work to build effective insurance solutions,
which fully meet the needs of customers.
Believes in continuing education and continuous
learning, made periodically organizes educational
conferences.

BARI MEDITERRANEO

OUR EXPERIENCE
Bari Mediterraneo was founded in 1989 with the goal of becoming, for all
companies seeking appropriate solutions in the prevention and protection of risks,
the exemplary reference point. Prevent and protect means in fact, in an adequate
risk management, reduce the extent of the damage and reduce insurance costs.
Bari Mediterraneo, knowing the reality of their customer, not only is mobilized in
the implementation of a detailed analysis of the direct and indirect risks, but is also
interested in the study of innovations that can help, assessing so, the most
appropriate instruments. Along with the customer are also set priorities for risk
transfer, the amplitude of the covers, timing and resources to be used for any
insurance program.
Moreover, it verifies that the plan of insurance over time is always reliable and
responsive to the needs, select the professional facilities at the forefront and
makes sure to offer the customer service analysis and loss prevention excellent
price of goods and services finally, analytical services and drafting of an action
plan post-left. In case of damage Bari Mediterraneo, in order to reduce the time of
assessment and, therefore, accelerate recovery, coordinating the intervention of
technicians and experts, so checking both the evaluation criteria is the fairness
and the speed of compensation.
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OUR COMMITMENT: A
GUARANTEE
We are part of
insurance landscape since 1989.

Dynamism and
innovation
characterize

our work in the
areas of insurance
and beyond.

“WE ARE SELLING OF A TWENTY YEARS
EXPERIENCE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE, PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION, THE WORLD
ASSOCIATION.”
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The BEYOND 9000 customers
who have already chosen, are
the guarantee of our professional
commitment.
Although mandates Agenzia
Unipol Sai, we are able to
propose innovative solutions for
companies and useful.
We propose and develop
services for all insurance.

THE RISK
Risk management and then, of all the crises derived
from it, is an absolute and obvious need for Bari
Mediterraneo that, like any other business, want to
maintain its economic life and balanced. In any
business activity are risk factors, they may have
several causes and can threaten property and
profits. The entrepreneur, from the beginning is
aware of the so-called "risk business", namely those
that he chooses to run for their will and that,
according to the management, they can lead to
profits or losses. Many times, however, discuss the
risks it is to speak exclusively of pure risks, namely
those that exist for reasons beyond its control and
that may only generate losses. The two areas just
mentioned are, however, two sides of the same coin
because, not only are both concerned with events
with the ability to affect the balance of the company
but also, the presence of one or the other case, can
create situations interdependent.
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OUR SERVICES
 Risk Management
 Analysis of direct and indirect risks;
 Evaluations of existing roofs with identification of potential gaps
dimensional or qualitative;
 Information on the integration of prevention and protection;
 Selection of adequate professional services estimate and analysis of
preventive and intervention post left;
 Formulation of programs tailored to the needs of the company;
 Development of specific clauses relevant to individual activities;
 Regular information on existing policies and fixed maturity in the
middle of elaborate summary;
 Assistance in from the left denounces the assessment of damages;
 Establishment of credit lines for sureties and guarantees;
 Experience in insurance for health both individually and collectively;
 Financial advice for severance indemnities (TFR) for employees, for
the Treatment of Severance (TFM) for directors and for the creation
of supplementary pensions;
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SPECIAL SERVICES
ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS
The recent law of 22 May 2015 has significantly changed and redefined the already stiff Italian
panorama of the " Eco - crime “. The current arrangement provides for new crimes of environmental
pollution, death or injury to the latter, environmental disaste, traffic and abandonment of high material
radioactivity, prevention and control of non-reclamation.
AVIATION COVERS
The aviation industry and aerospace, transportation responsible for an increasing number of passengers
and goods, are among the sectors with the highest absolute risk, even with explicit reference to new
legislation on the environment.
Services for risk management we structured in collaboration with qualified partners are actually able to
respond adequately to the peculiar needs of the entire sector (jet super lightweight, flag carriers, regional
airports, satellite services, aerospace industry).
WEATHER COVERS
Many activities, particularly tourism, suffer the consequences of bad weather conditions. Not only extreme
or catastrophic events but also adverse weather conditions, other than those you hope or expectations,
determine significant economic losses. The Policy Weather thus guarantees the insured coverage for lost
revenues caused by poor weather conditions over the course of its business.
CYBER RISKS
Nowadays Cyber Risk represent one of the most difficult threats to meet and can generate economic and
extremely negative image given to businesses .

MEDICAL EXPENSES
Collectively

BENEFIT COMPANY
Taxed at 10 % instead of 30 %
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CONTACTS

Bari Mediterraneo
Via Gian Giuseppe Carulli, 5 – 70121 - Bari

+39 080 523 5530
info@agcmediterraneo.it
www.barimediterraneo.it

www.facebook.com/barimediterraneo
Agenzia Bari Mediterraneo
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